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Gurudatt Puranik
Programmer Analyst, Cognizant Technology Services
I am a 23-year-old, blogger, stock-market trader, and aspiring web developer. I love to teach myself
to get better each day at my skills & qualities and would like to be driven by opportunities &
challenges. I always like to keep myself well-organized & disciplined to increase my productivity.

I love discussions, hanging out with people, and always keeping myself open to learning. I am both
process-oriented & results oriented. Process-oriented, because I believe that we learn more in the
process of achievement as we encounter unseen challenges & newer approaches which will then
shape us, and Results-oriented because goals keep us awake and help us reach our destinations.

Projects

View the products 
Add items to the cart 
Vary the number of items in the cart with dynamic changes in the total amount 
Remove items from the cart
Firebase google authentication 

Unveiled is an e-commerce application that sells clothes and other fashion accessories that
are both traditional and trendy. This application is built using React framework and has the
following functionalities, 

Redux toolkit & Context API are used for state management and the application is
completely mobile responsive.

Creating, reading, and deleting a blog.
Sorting the blogs based on the selected category 
User authentication

This is a blog app developed using React JS. Functionalities include 

 Add items to your cart 
View individual items 
Increase or decrease item quantity from your cart with instant change in the total
amount User authentication 

Corner Cart is an Amazon clone and has the following functionalities,

Unveiled

Record In & Out

Corner Cart

SSSLS PU College, Chikkaballapur, Karnataka

Siddaganga Institute of Technology, Tumakuru

High School

BE Mechanical Engineering

2017

2021

Skills

Interests

gurudattpuranik35@gmail.com  |  9845386535 

HTML
CSS
JavaScript
React JS
Tailwind CSS
Redux

Basket Ball
Chess
Stock market trading
Blogging

Languages
English
Kannada
Hindi

2015

Pre-University

SSSVK, Chikkaballapur, Karnataka

Certifications
HTML Essential Training

JavaScript Essential Training
Check Your Weather
This application gives all the basic weather data such as temperature, pressure, humidity,
and location of the city in terms of latitude & longitude. 

To-Do App
A simple todo app that lets you add or delete a task. 

Declaration
The information provided above is correct to the fullest of my knowledge and I hold the
responsibility for any discrepancy found. 

https://github.com/gurudattpuranik25
https://twitter.com/PuranikGurudatt
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gurudatt-puranik-0933b0195/
https://gurudatt-puranik-portfolio.netlify.app/
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/certificates/a7d144bfab519597c1538a1dca7dbcf003061d057636f62b5a8c16b54af89d2a?trk=share_certificate
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/certificates/40b596f4dd6077d512c09120f0672ad5fb1f56ea75fda5b9c70104a33eebce60?trk=share_certificate
https://record-in-and-out.netlify.app/
https://unveiled-ecommerce.netlify.app/
https://corner-cart.netlify.app/
https://check-your-weather-instantly.netlify.app/
https://gurudatt-puranik-todo-app.netlify.app/

